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ABSTRACT 

 Fashion changes by a wink of an eye, to adapt the changes various technologies emerged, Nowadays, global 

industries in general and fashion industry in particular are under the powerful influences of the technological 

environment in this paper we examine the changes of designing of the fashion product which is Derived from the crucial 

aspects of designing fashion products that involve three key aspects: research resource, design concept, and visual design 

tools; the paper delineates and evaluates the impact of technological advances on developing fashion products in several 

recent decades. Through the identification of extension of research resources, enrichment of design concept, and 

enlargement of visual, it is clear that fashion products design has been under the influences of technology positively more 

than negatively. Researchers have Identifies the specific advances of technology and illustrates how technology has 

affected fashion products design. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 In the middle of the eighteenth, industrialization revolution in production of textile and garment was a very 

important impulsion to the emergence of the Fashion Industry. Nowadays, global industries in general and fashion 

industry in particular are under the powerful influences of the technological environment that can be divided into 

process technology, information technology and related technology. 

• Process Technology: Is considered as the professional technology of fashion industry. It consists of 

computer aided design (CAD), computer aided patternmaking (CAP), and 3-D virtualassembly system1.  

• Information Technology: That based on local networks and Internet has transformed fashion industry 

since the 1990s.  

• Related Technology: Such as electronic technology, material technology, energy technology and 

automatic technology has also created new environment for fashion industry. 

 Since fashion design played a crucial role in fashion industry, it has also been impacted by such 

technologies. Therefore, nowadays, fashion design can be defined as an artistic application of design elements and 

principles, and technological advances to clothing and accessories. In comparison between such definition with 

other on wikipedia.org, “Fashion design is the art of application of design and aesthetics or natural beauty to 

clothing and accessories”2, it is clear that the application of technological advances will be referred as an important 

factor in fashion design on this paper. For the purpose of this paper, the concept of fashion products design will 

betaken to deal with the garments and accessories such as shoes, belts, bags, scarves and jewelry.  
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 As the three key aspects of fashion design, research resource, design concept, and visual design tools have been 

also transformed by technological development. Such transformations have been specifically delineatesthrough3E which 

stands for Extension of research resources, Enrichment of design concept, and Enlargement of visual system. 

EXTENSION OF RESEARCH RESOURCE 

 Admittedly, the explosion of information technology as well as the advances in searching tools provides designers 

a wealth data resource. A great numbers of fashion websites, which allow to free access through internet, has storeda great 

deal of comprehension such as fashion history, fashion design fundamental; updated the newest information such as 

fashion show, fashion trend, fashion material, etc. While web-based trend forecasting agencies such 

asfashiontrendsetter.com, style.com, etc have become useful guidelines for fashion designers; emails, forums, blogs, and 

other types of social networking websites have become a flexibility vehicle to spread the fashion world. Additionally, the 

establishment of digital fashion libraries has considerably contributed to data resources of fashion design. Berg Fashion 

Library, found by Bloomsbury Publishing, is known as the first digital fashion library in cluding the Encyclopedia of 

World Dress and Fashion, an extensive E-Books collection, a vast image bank, extra reference resources and more3. 

 Unfortunately, since internet became a roving library, the extension of fashion research resources has led to 

rapidly fake products. They “are traded everywhere”, either on side-street stalls off Oxford street in London, Canal street in 

Manhattan and various market ‘hot-spots’ in Hong Kong4, or on e-shopping web sites such as taobao.com, one of the most 

favorite e-shopping websites in China. Therefore, both copyright protection and creativeness in fashion designing have 

incessantly caused a lot of controversy. 

ENRICHMENTOF DESIGN CONCEPT 

 When Fashion industry was originated, fashion products were simply designed as the functional clothing and 

accessories. Nowadays, the fashion design concept has been enriched by the ever-growing technology coincided with the 

ever-increasing demand of consumers.  

 The efforts of material technology promote to diversification of fashion design materials; allow fulfilling the 

demand of using sustainable materials such as organic cotton, organic wool, recycled wool, recycled polyester, ect to 

design sustainable fashion. This concept has applied on various types of fashion products: from children wear to men wear 

or women wear as Hemp & Company, All Things Being Eco, OrganicClothes.com; from shoes, bags, scarves to jewelry as 

eco Skin, Mink Shoes, Zalando, Dean Recycled Accessories, Nui Organics Scarf, Cotton Cord Jewelry ect5.These products 

are considered as an expensive type, thus designed without the purpose of mass-production. Since 2008, H&M, a global 

fashion brand, have started to exploit the concept of sustainable materials on a small scale though6.  

 Additionally, the combination of new materials and other related technology have enabled to design various 

fashion products with multi vision, multi functions, interactive interfaces or their combination. For instance of the concept  

of multi vision and interactive interfaces is the design ‘Readings’ of Hussein Chalayan (UK) (Figure 1); it was applied the 

advances of electronic technology such as the laser lights which are beamed through Swarovski crystals, reflecting light 

from the garment and bouncing it off mirrors surrounding it7. Other example in the same instance is the ‘Spring’ dress that 

Sonali Sridhar and Mouna Andraos (USA)(Figure 2) developed the concept behind the advances of material technology 

such as silk screen inks that change color depending on the surrounding conditions. The print on the pleated dress changes 

color instantly in hot weather; other prints appear immediately in sunlight. Moreover, while the flirty six-layer chiffon 
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number remains white indoors, a yellow geometric print appears outdoors7.For instance of the combination of multi 

functions and interactive interfaces is ‘M-Dress’ (Mobile phone dress), designed by Cute Circuit company (UK)(Figure 3), 

it presented a miracle application of soft electronic technological advances on fashion design. Insert the standard SIM card 

in to the small slot underneath the label; this dress is then ready to be used as usual phone. When the dress rings, the simple 

gesture of bringing hand to the ear will allow opening the call; when done talking, the gesture of releasing the hand down 

ward swill close the call7.Other fascinating example design is QBIC-Wearable computer in a belt, the design of Michael 

Lauffer and Fabrizio Macaluso (Switzerland) in 2005(Figure 4);it is a novel wearable computing system integrated into a 

fully functional belt. The USB, serial, and VGA connections are integrated in to the leather of the belt7. Another example is 

‘Generator’, Voltaic’s Generator bag (USA)(Figure 5);as an application of energy technology on fashion design, it uses a 

single solar panel to produce up to 14.7 watts of power, efficiently captures and stores solar power whether the sun is up or 

not,  holds the equivalent of a full laptop charge, and delivers power at voltages required by laptops and other devices7. 

 

Figure 1: ‘Readings’, by Hussein Chalayan (UK) 2008 

 

Figure 2: ‘Spring’ Dress, by Sonali Sridhar and Mouna Andraos (USA) 2007 

 

Figure 3: ‘M-Dress’, by Cute Circuit Company (UK) 2007 
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Figure 4: ‘QBIC’, by Michael Lauffer, Fabrizio Macaluso (Switzerland) 2005 

 

Figure 5: Generator Bag, by Voltaic (USA) 2008 

 Furthermore, the achievements of automatic technology, electronic technology havedigitally integrated torenovate 

the techniques in decorating or finishing fashion products, such as Laser cutting (Figure 6)8, digital printing (Figure 7)8, 

computerized embroidery (Figure 8)15 and computerized beading (Figure 9)16.Such techniques have enabled to speedily 

complete the complex details, and flexibility produced on a great number of products, thus appropriated for not only luxury 

fashion products but also mass-production ones.  

 

Figure 6: Laser Cutting, by Jean-Charles de Castelbajac, 2006 

 

Figure 7: Digital Printing, by Chado Ralph Rucci, 2010 
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Figure 8: Computerized Embroidery by Ranga Ja Collection 2015 

 

Figure 9: Computerized Beading by milan Fashion Week, Sprong 2010: Gucci 

 Other techniques which used to apply on other industries have fermented communication world since recently 

applied on fashion products design. For instance, 3D printing, a technique is considered as the promotion of next industrial 

revolution, has been applied on clothing (Figure 10), shoes (Figure 11)9 and jewelry (Figure 12)10 in only a few prototypes 

though. Once this technique becomes popular in fashion industry, the design concepts can be developed further.  

 

Figure 10: ‘N12’ Bikini, by Continuum Fashion, 2012 

 

Figure 11: ‘Exoskeleton’ Shoes, by Janina Alleyne, 2012 
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Figure 12: Source: 3Dprintingindustry.Com 

 As soon as last decade, new patented techniques such as ‘Spray-on Fabric’ (Figure 13), an application of chemical 

technology and material technology, utilizes a suspension of polymers and suitable fibers which can be easily sprayed on 

to any surface using either as pray gun or an aerosol can, thus offers numerous possibilities for binding, lining, repairing, 

layering, covering and molding in ways previously unimagined7. Another instance is ‘Bio jewellery’ (Figure 14), rings for 

couples, was a magical application of biological technology and material technology on jewelry design; bone tissue was 

cultured in a lab at Guy’s Hospital, using cells donated by the couples; as the result, each person wears a unique object that 

contains their lover’s actual DNA on theirhand7. Although still novel to fashion design world, these applications are 

meaningful techniques to expand fashion design concept in the near future.  

 

Figure 13: ‘Spray-on Fabric’, by Fabrican Limited (UK) 2007 

 

Figure 14: ‘Biojewellery’, by Tobie Kerridge (UK) 2006 

ENLARGEMENT OF VISUAL TOOLS  

 Process Technology has facilitated the actual physical development of the fashion design by modernization of 

visual tools. Before the revolution of computer technology, fashion designers used to commit concept through sketching 

and rendering on paper or board (Figure 15). Today, CAD provides flexible visual tools in sketching, rendering and 

presentation boards. For instance, Adobe Illustrator with proprietary software plug-in, Fashion Toolbox, Edraw Max and 

Digital Fashion Pro are the popular software programs used for clothing designing; Amethyst Handbag Library is for 
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handbag designing; Jewelry Modeling is for jewelry designing. Therefore, either presenting idea or storing and maintaining 

fashion designs have become simpler and easier. It is more useful is that exploiting the features of such kinds of software, 

designers can shorten design process by few mouse-clicks. Unfortunately, this advance has been apt to restrict creativeness 

of fashion designers who completely rely on computer and neglect their creative duty. 

 Furthermore, 3-D virtual assembly of the pattern that has applied on fashion design since last decade marked an 

obvious advance in process technology. Such kind of software program such as Accu Mark 3D, developed by Gerber 

Technology (Figure 16)11 or 3D Creator, developed by Optitex (Figure 17)12, enables to easily change color, pattern, 

proportion and details of the fashion design on a virtual model before realizing it in actual fabric. 

 

Figure 15: Edith Head, 1950s 

 

Figure 16: AccuMark 3D, by Gerber Technology 

 

Figure 17: D Creator, by Optitex 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Weather it is Professional, informative or electronic based technology have ruled the field in fashion designing, 

we can see how the technology have played its efforts from simple CAD to Optitex formal simple 2D to 3D or even spray 

techniques have emerged in past 10 years .Technology has not only played in designing the fashion product but it has 

stretched its arena into many parts of the fashion industry. This study focused on technology as a vector to examine the 

changes in design creativity in fashion industry study was explored only on extension of the research resources, enriching 

the design concept and enlarging the visual tools. This work revealed a general consensus that technology has been the 

impetus for change in many ways, from making the work we do more efficient, to changing working methods by requiring 

less active physical contact with our environment and increasing sedentary Virtualcontact. 
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